
Efficiency vs min track length

Define efficiency as probability track 
has a length (projected onto GEM 
plane) greater than a certain 
minimum.

Assume GEM planes stop tracks.

Assume tracks can cross HV plane 
and that minimum track requirement 
can be met by sum of track lengths 
on both sides of HV foil.

Except for very lowest momenta, 
track length depends only on angle 
and z position of track origin.  
(Because track length along z is 
limited to 10 cm)
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TDIS Proton Accidentals – proton target

Integrate rates over
30—70�, 70-400 MeV/c

Calculate probability of 
detecting accidental electron 
indistinguishable from signal.

P = Rate ⨉ Δt⨉ Δz/40 cm
T = 10 ns,   z = 1 cm  (Ideal)
T = 100 ns, z = 2 cm (More realistic?)

Rates assume:
60 μA
40 cm LH2 @ 0.32 x 10-3 g/cm2

EPC Version    " Rate     P(20ns, 1cm)   P(100ns, 2cm)
Original     3.33 μb 9.6 MhZ 0.0048       0.048
Rondon V3    3.33 μb 9.6 MhZ 0.0048 0.048
Rondon V4    0.35 μb 1.0 MhZ 0.0005       0.005

Probability to be compared to probability per 
detected electron to have a “signal” proton.
Probabilities assume perfect rejection of protons not 
in 30-70, 70-400 acceptance.

Which is right?



Validate EPC p(e,p)

For proton target, inclusive (e,p):
Requires pion production
Is dominated by near real virtual photons

Can approximate electroproduction with 
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Validate EPC p(e,p)
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From MAID, integrating for Ee = 11 GeV.

-(e,p) ≥ 3.6 μb + 0.3 μb + 3.4 μb = 7.3 μb

From integration of EPC

-(e,p) = 14.7 μb

EPC not more that factor of 2 high
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• beam+target →A + B + C + X
• Accidental rates

� AABC = RA RB RC ΔtAB ΔtC
� Double Coin+Random

• A(AB)C = RAB RC ΔtC
• A(BC)A = RBC RA ΔtA
• A(AC)B = RAC RB ΔtB

NIKHEF (e,e'pp)

Accidentals with triple coincidence



Assume:
60 μA
40 cm LH2 @ 0.32 x 10-3 g/cm2

(L = 2.9⨉1036 cm-2/s)

D(e,e’pp) accidentals

20 ns 20 ns 1/40 1/40forward backward

From EPC:
Forward " = 123 μb fprot1 = 178 Mhz
Backward " = 66 μb fprot2 = 96 Mhz
Pacc = 0.004
But if Δz = 2 cm (vs 1) & Δt = 100 ns
Pacc = 0.4

A(AB)C term:
e’ forward proton coincidence
Prob of accidental backward p is
96 Mhz ⨉ 20 ns ⨉ 1/40 = 0.05

Or 96 Mhz ⨉ 100 ns ⨉ 2/40 = 0.5


